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commitments to freedom of choice. Since social education is by nature a goal -

oriented process which seeks to promote a productive relationship between social

actors in society, some minimal assurance that changes in the behavior of social

actors serve some basic goals rather than others would seem to be at the heart

of more pragmatic choices.

Yet, a casual or random consideration of value commitments can be as con-

founding and useless as ignorance of them. This is why linkages between values,

._ -or normative theory, is important. Systematic theoretical development is by no

means a panacea for problematic choice, but it offers a sound vehicle for achieving

a clear statement of values, linkages between means and ends, and an assurance

of a consistent set of assumptions on which to base any educational enterprise.

Explicitly stated, normative theories thus y.tentially consititute one basis for

making choices between alternative directions in social education and offer some

minimal degree of assurance that, in choosing a particular approach, a teacher

would be more likely to achieve certain goals than others.

Moat attempts at theorizing which include reflection on basic normative

commitments have not attempted to make the types of linkages which could be termed

"normative theory. " They are rather loose amalgams of concepts and value commit-

meets. Our purpose here is to set out more or less systematically the theoretical

attributes of four such approaches. Three of them -- a reflective-thinking

approu.A offered by Hunt and Metcalf (Hunt & Metcalf, 1968); a decision-making

approach developed by Engle and Longstreet (Engle, 1960, 1971; Engle & Longstreet,,

1972); and one that focuses on the clarification of public controversy associated

with the Harvard Social Studies Project (Oliver, 1957; Oliver & Shaver, 1966;

Newmann & Oliver, 1970)2 -- present established alternatives that have been
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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on a comparative analysis of the normative and

empirical elements of four approaches to political education. The

analysis is conducted by identifying the central assumptionsv value

commitments-and-the empirical theoretical structure of each approich

and by making comparisons across alternatives. The findings of the

analysis generally demonstrate that each approach has dramatically

different norfttive and empirical implications for political education.



ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO POLITICAL EDUCATION1

The last decade has witnesse' 'onsiderable innovation in applied educational

technology, the empirical base of materials has been considerably expanded and

systematized by influence from social science disciplines, and schools have begun

to recognize a multitude of new purposes, methods, and environments for both

teacher and student training. This explosion of innovation has generated a complex

set of choices of direction and method for educators at all levels. Yet, fundamen-

tal normative commitments and theoretical constructs which would serve to aid

these choices have often been ignored both by those producing the innovations and

those consuming them.

Lack of consideration of the normative commitments of social education can

produce significant costs for those whose primary responsibility is improving

educational practice in schools. Focusing on the invention of new classroom

procedures and conceptual foci in education without exploration of these commitments

can easily produce citizen behavior patterns which contradict or are dysfunctional

for explicitly stated educational goals. For example, suppose an American

government teacher desires to promote student commitment to basic democratic

values of freedom of choice. The teacher is faced with a choice of educational

approaches which differ widely from the traditional historical-institutional

approach used in his class. Without some explicit statement of the normative

commitments underlying these alternative approaches, the teacher has no real

assurance that the approach he chooses will facilitate his educational goal.

In other words, he has little idea whether the behavior change that he is

promoting through instruction is at all related to the promotion of student
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commitments to freedom of choice. Since social education is by nature a goal-

oriented process which seeks to promote a productive relationship between social

actors in society, some minimal assurance that changes in the behavior of social

actors serve some basic goals rather than others would seem to be at the heart

of more pragmatic choices.

Yet, a casual or random consideration of value commitments can be as con-

founding and useless as ignorance of them. This is why linkages between values,

. or normative theory, is important. Systematic theoretical development is by no

means a panacea for problematic choice, but it offers a sound vehicle for achieving

a clear statement of values, linkages between means and ends, and an assurance

of a consistent set of assumptions on which to base any educational enterprise.

Explicitly stated, normative theories thus r.-tentially consititute one basis for

making choices between alternative directions in social education and offer some

minimal degree of assurance that, in choosing a particular approach, a teacher

would be more likely to achieve certain goals than others.

Most attempts at theorizing which include reflection on basic normative

commitments have not attempted to make the types of linkages which could be termed

"normative theory." They are rather loose amalgams of concepts and value commit-

ments. Our purpose here is to set out more or less systematically the theoretical

attributes of four such approaches. Three of them -- a reflective-thinking

approA offered by Hunt and Metcalf (Hunt & Metcalf, 1968); a decision-making

approach developed by Engle and Longstreet (Engle, 1960, 1971; Engle & Longstreet,.

1972); and one that focuses on the clarification of public controversy associated

with the Harvard Social Studies Project (Oliver, 1957; Oliver & Shaver, 1966;

Newmann 4 Oliver, 1970)2 -- present established alternatives that have been
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extensively developed in the social education literature. A fourth, more recent

attempt by Cherryholmes (Cherryholmes, 1971; Cherryholmes & Abramson, 1973)3

combines a decision-making and individualistic emphasis.

The philosophical and normative bases of these approaches are explored and

compared in the following pages. First, the underlying normative assumptions of

the approaches are compared in terms of the general relationship posited between

the individual and society. Second, the substance and structure of the value

concerns of each approach are analyzed in terms of their attainability and consis-

tency. Third, the theoretical structure of each approach is evaluated in terms

of parsimony, consistency, utility and empirical reasonableness. Fourth, the

implications of the approaches for research and pragmatic applications are traced.

Certainly there are other philosophical bases which could be explored, yet these

will reveal a great deal about the normative implications of choosing alternative

approaches.

Basic Assumptions: The Relationship Between the Individual and Society

It is useful at the outset to consider the basic normative assumptions

underlying various approaches to political education. It is sometimes erroneously

stated that the social sciences are value free; it can never be argued that social

education is value free. The values explicit or implicit in approaches to social

education derive from conceptions of the good society or the good individual.

Obviously, one cannot prescribe a system of social education without previously

deciding what is desirable. This is why some approaches to social education, such

as one dictated solely by the social science disciplines, are sometimes difficult

to understand. The practitioners ignore the commitments to various types of social
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orders presumed by the disciplines and in so doing remain unaware of the normative

implications of their own actions (Olson, 1968).

Yet it is not an easy matter to clearly specify alternative social orders to

which alternative approaches to social education might be directed. Welfare

economists, among others, have demonstrated specification of, relationships between

individual and societal behavior is riddled with problems of aggregation (Arrow,

1963; Luce & Raiffa, 1957; Olson, 1968). Thus a view of social education predicated

upon desirable behavior at the individual level does not automatically carry with

it a commitment to a particular social order. On the other hand, if an approach

to social education is primarily committed to a given social order, such as John

Dewey's belief in the goodness of democracy, then it is equally difficult to specify

what individual students should learn in order to become citizens who would per-

petuate that community. Thus, at its core, the normative structure of any approach

to social education faces problems of developing the composition laws necessary

for linking individual student behavior and societal, or group, behavior patterns.

Social studies educators have posited a variety of composition rules linking

the individual and society. Often they have argued that individual behavior must

uniformally support societal ideals. Such thinking leads to a relatively monolithic

and, at the same time, to a curiously ill-defined image of a "good citizen." When

more diverse relationships. between individual and societal behavior have been

posited, they have tended to lead to value contradictions. Positions which are

explicitly pluralist, allowing for variations in individual behavior, are not often

advocated. This particular normative dimension of social education thus indicates

some useful distinctions and problems in alternptive approaches to social education.
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Each of the four approaches included in this analysis conf:ont the relationship

between individual and societal behavior differently. Essentiaily, Hunt and

Metcalf set forth a reflective thinking approach based on the assumption that

the nature of a democratic society determines the function that political education

is to perform. They state:

. . . If a democratic society is to survive, there will have

to be general agreement among ifiliiibers as dcentral values.

While peripheral values may remain in flux, a democracy is in

peril if its citizens cannot agree on the meaning of core values

such as dignity and worth of the individual, freedom, liberty

and equality. (Hunt & Metcalf, 1968, p. 34)

The function of political education is to aid the American people to find a working

consensus on the meaning of democracy at a given time. Consensus-building at the

individual level becomes a necessary support for a democratic society. Thu'

political education should promote reflective thought on the part of students

that increases consensus 4.41 the meaning of democracy. The relationship between

individual and societal values maintains a fundamental isomorphism at a given time.

Core values are similar and methods are devised for assimilating value conflicts

which occur over time.

This isomorphism of values and behaviors should not be strictly interpreted.

Hunt and Metcalf do value consensus, but they do not imply that every individual

must agree on every value. They maintain that democracy is defined at any given

time by a set of alternative values and behavior patterns. Thus, subgroups within

any society can support one or more alternative patterns of values and behavior

with are consistent within the currently accepted meaning of democracy. Also,



the meaning of democracy changes over time making value consensus a shifting,

changing phenomenon and methods for coping with value conflict as important as

the substance of the values themselves.

Surely such a formulation makes sense; the congruence of values and methods

is a common way of melding together any culture. However, in normative terms

this central assumption narrows the distribution of individual values and behaviors

plausible under the theory to one select set. This happens because the dynamic

interaction of value and behavior patterns are ignored. By stressing isomorphism

between group and societal behavior patterns, Hunt dnd Metcalf eliminate the uecessity

of teaching students the patterns of integration that constitute a society. In

this way, the complex transformation or aggregation rules for linking individual

and societal behavior are largely ignored. The dynamic of the Hunt-Metcalf model

is rather one of consensus on meaning which is informed through reflective thinking

or value change in order to produce a new consensus at a later time. The result

is incremental change based on a criterion of past definition through which demon-

strably different behavior patterns are ruled out until the society can adjust to

a new meaning of the acceptable societal patterns. It is in effect a type of

dynamic equilibrium which tightly anchors variations in individual behavior.

Engle and Longstreet establish a similar type of isomorphism between individual

and societal behavior patterns from a different approach. They, make the central

assumption that twentieth century social democracy is rapidly changing. Because

of this state of social democracy, the function of political education becomes one

of aiding individuals in developing the ability to interrret changing situations

and complex social data. They state:
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The explosion of knowledge, the swiftness of change, and the

range and complexity of modern social problems require a continual

upgrading and reinterpretation of the social data available to

the citizens . . . The ability to interpret changing situations

and complex social data must be the paramount attribute of the

good citizen in a modern democracy. (Engle & Longstreet, 1972,

p. vii)

Again the relationship between individual and society is determined largely by

the needs of American democracy. Individual behavior must change because the

society is changing. Ideally, then, political education acts as a barometer which

registers change from the environment and trant....ces that change into a language

which is useful for guiding individual behavior.

Essentially, then, the Engle-Longstreet formulation posits an isomorphic

relationship between changing societal patterns of behavior and individual

responses to change. This is not to say that individuals are passive recipients

of societal stimuli. Indeed, Engle and Longstreet make it very clear that their

conception of individual behavior includes a capacity to innovate and act in

the face of changes in the societal environment. However, they do not develop

a theory or theories of change at the societal -level which'would indicate

patterns of behavior which would make societal behavior understandable to

individual actors. Nor do they distinguish different patterns of behaivor at

the individual level which could provide effective coping or innovating behavior

for actors. Thus one is left with a direct isomorphism: societal phenomena,

because they exist, must be understood, comprehended and acted upon by the individual.

Students learn to process information and make decisions according to their decision-
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making approach. Yet the relationship between alternative days th

with change and various societal conditions is left undefined.

Oliver, Shaver and Newmann take a very different tact in their value clari-

fication approach. They assume that in any society, policies asymmetrically

distribute social and political resources. This asymmetry produces social contro-

versy which, in turn, makes the rational discussion of public issues the requisite

focus of political education.* As with other approaches, Oliver, Shaver and

Newmann assume that societal conditions determine the function of political

education and that the training of social actors is dependent on some social

state. Yet their approach emphasizes one assumption about the nature of the

relationship between the individual and society which differs fundamentally from

the two previous approaches. They assume that within any single distribution of

societal resources, individuals can and do hold different values and act in

various ways depending on their position within-that distribution. Thus society

is viewed as essentially pluralistic and political controversy and differencos in

values and behavior are viewed as universal phenomena.

The relationship between individuals and society posited by Oliver, Shaver

and Newmann is thus polymorphic. Individuals will respond differentially within

any given societal framework. Unlike Engle and Longstreet or Hunt and Metcalf,

differences between individuals are clarified and possibly accentuated rather than

minimized. Rational discussion of public issues could imply consensus, but it

ey might cope

also opens the way for deep divisions in values and beliefs. In many ways, the

individual is free to hold multiple and conflicting values compared to other

individuals. Yet, however salient individual differences become, some means for

aggregating individual differences into group actions and goals needs to be

-a
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demonstrated. Otherwise, a social matrix, even a pluralistic one, cannot be

defined. No such aggregation mechanism is provided within the Newmann-Oliver-

Shaver approach. Thus, if one wanted to support democracy as a valuable societal

form, the linkages between individual value clarification and democracy are not

clearly defined.

An aggregation mechanism is at least partially provided by Cherryholaes.

Cherryholmes posits that because individuals are social actors, the function of

pa:IL/cal education should be to maximize the ability of individuals to make

socially effective choices. The approach thus rests on an assessment of the needs

of individuals rather than on characteristics of societies. The approach assumes

that effective social action takes place within roughly defined group eontexts

and that these contexts are found in virtually any society. Therefore, individuals

need to learn to take effective social action in a variety of contexts, regardless

of the particular general societal structure in which the action takes place.

Thus, Cherryholmes offers a partial aggregation rule by first cutting necessary

linkages of the content of value concerns with any particualr societal framework

and then substituting an effectiveness criterion which is context dependent.

The individual gains maximum freedom under such a model. Multiple alternative

behavior patterns and values can underlie any societal framework. The particular

patterns of behavior exhibited by individuals depend on the contexts within which

particular choices are made, rather than the general social fabric. One assumes

that the societal fabric is made up of a wide variety of decision - contexts in which

individuals hold multiple memberships.

The problem, then, becomes one of developing effective behavior patterns for

working within any series of these contexts. This problem is far from minor, and
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the strength of the Cherryholmes formulation depends largely ma the elaboration

of the effectiveness criterion, which is not presently well-developed. As yet,

the criterion offers one way of evaluating individual behavior in terms of group

outputs; that is, whether the individual can effectively mobilize, or, for that

matter, immobilize, group behavior toward goals which he values. Yet it fails to

indicate what individual or social normative parameters are put on effecitve

behavior and what implications for social support or chant a :rom effecitve

social action. One could say that effective action is by definition supportive

of extant social orders, but Cherryholmes offers no means for determining how

social change can be promoted by actions in a particular set of contexts. This

can only be known by an elaboration of the particular linkages that occur between

contexts that comprise any given social orCer.

Thus, all four approaches posit different functions for political education

based on different assumpt!ons concerning the relationship between the individual.

and society. Hunt and Metcalf and Engle and Longstreet posit isomorphic relation-

ships of different types between individual behavior and societal characteristics.

Oliver, Shaver and Newmann and Cherryholmes posit polymorphic relationships. The

import of these differences is not that one approach is inherently more reasonable

than another, but that in making a choice between approaches at a very general

level, an educator makes a normative decision about what behavior patterns political

education will promote as well as what type of society one wishes to defend. As

important, the relationships between individual and social behaviors is often

more complex than is assumed by all four approaches, and thus the educator needs

to hold this caveat salient in his thinking when prescribing the relationship

between means and ends in any approach.



The Structure and Substance of Value Concerns

Given that each appr6ach ,:.311teksocial education embodies a social ideology

dtrected at one or several levels of social behavior, a second criterion that

will be applied concerns the structure and substance of that ideology. By

struc. Lc e refer to the relational net that holds the stated values together.

By substance we refer to the values put forth and the meaning attached to them.

Churchman (1964) suggests a classification of value theories that seems appropriate

for locating these approaches to social education in a two-dimensional conceptual

space. Value theories can either incorporate values that are consistent or

inconsistent. Values can also be either attainable or unattainable. Theories that

fall into cell 1 include values that are consistent with each other and are in

principle attainable. Value theories in this category view the life of a person

or group in segments in which one or more values dominate. The individual is

essentially a classical, rational problem-solver. Cell 2 includes value theories

that view behavior as searching for solutions to several problems simultaneously

and in which there is no appeal to a higher value that could bring consistency to

lower level decisions. Thus, life is conceptualized in terms of goal sets that

take on different values as the time and context changes. Value theories in

cells 3 and 4 are rationalized in terms of ultimate goals. The difference lies

in the fact that cell 3:posits an ultimate value in terms of which a hierarchy

of lesser values are arranged and all acts are evaluated in terms of approximation

to that ultimate value. Finally, theories of values that qualify for cell 4 admit

the possibility that ultimate values may be in conflict; that iS, values such as

freedom and equality may in principle be contradictory. It takes little reflection

on this schema before it is evident that the logical structure and behavioral con-

sequences of these various value theories are considerably different from one cell

to the next.
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Figure 1: A Schema for Classifying Value Theories

Attainable Unattainable

Consistent 1 3

Inconsistent 2 4
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Such differences are illustrated by applying the Churchman scheme to each

of the four approaches to political education. The fit of the approaches to the

scheme is far from exact, but the differences between the approaches on each of

the dimensions of attainability and consistency are significant. The Hunt-Metcalf

reflective-thinking approach focuses on the linkage between the individual and

society by assuming that a hierarchy of fundamental values can be shared by all

men which will provide the framework for consensual decision - making. The approach

is thus most characteristic of a consistent, unattainable value theory found in

cell 3 of the Churchman scheme. Hunt and Metcalf state that the purpose of

education is to promote that consensus through reflective thinking. Their model

would seem to require that: 1) Individuals reflecting on ultimate values share

hierarchically-ordered value structures; 2) Individuals can and will make similar

translations to pragmatic situations; and 3) Individual value preferences either

change in the same direction at the same rate or are unaffected over time.

In a sense, Hunt and Metcalf solve the linkage problem between the individual

and society by elimination. If individuals share ultimate societal values which

are always preferred over secondary values, then preferences are automatically

aggregated to reflect societal support or change. This is', in many ways, the

classic model of inculcating fundamental societal values held by many political

educators. Needless to say, the linkage between society, education, and the

individual would have to be extraordinarily strong for this model to be effective.

The Engle-Longstreet approach poses an individual problem-solver who can

face situations by applying a hierarchically-ordered, consistent set of values

which is characteristic of cell 1. As society is constantly changing and new

information is gained, the rational problem-solver will process new information
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and apply it against his value scheme. The focus of social education is then

the decision-making process through which values are applied against new information

producing a choice which maximizes individual values. The expectation is i.hat

as a result of his education, the individual will be able to consistently make

decisions which will maximize his satisfaction. New values will fit into the

value ordering consistently and new information will change decision outcomes

depending on how it fits the value framework. This prescription is clearly based

on three central assumptions: 1) A problem-solver is essentially autonomous

(his decisions are not bound by others' ecisions); 2) a problem-solver is sovereign

(he can enforce his decisions); and 3) a problem-solver is rational in the strict

sense (he can consistently order preferences).

If the general assumption of the isomorphic relationship between societal

change and individual behavior are integrated with their value commitments, support

for a democratic polity, a clear inconsistency arises. If a reciprocal relation-

ship between societal change and individual behavior is to be maintained, then

the commitment to democracy is clearly inappropriate because the linkage between

individual and social or group behavior is left unspecified. Rational, autonomous,

sovereign individuals will not necessarily support or change a given social

order. If the social order dictates their behavior and it is desirable to under-

stand and act based on a theory of maintenance or change, then some specification

of group decision-making is necessary so that the individual can have some minimal

idea of the societal effects of his decisions. It is difficult indeed to see how

democracy or any other social or political order is maintained under these assump-

tions unless a fourth assumption is made such as: all problem-solvers make like

or compatible decisions by sharing information and values. Otherwise, the linkage
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between the individual and a democratic society is broken by the problem-solving

orientation of the approach.

The Oliver-Shaver-Newmann value clarification approach posits quite different

assumptions. Its basic premise is that values will conflict across individuals

and groups as in cell 4. Individuals themselves are continually placed in group

situations in which conflicting values are articulated. The central problem is

not to resolve such conflicts, but to clarify them. The focus for education is

thus on development of a means for individuals to discuss rationally issues and

alternatives. In this way, human dignity and its corollaries, rational consent

and freedom of choice are maximized as much as is concretely possible. This model

is also based on several assumptions: 1) Discussants recognize the linkages between

concrete issues and unattainable values such as freedom; and 2) discussants do

not have to resolve or reconcile conflicting value positions.

It is obvious to think that a coalition-logrolling model makes it possible

for societal decisions to be made without consensus on value positions; however,

it i3 difficult to realize how such decisions would at the same time support both

rational consent and freedom of choice unless a type of side payment is offered

which would be freely chosen over the decision outcome itself. In other words,

an additional assumption needs to be added: 3) Decision-makers have resources which

are as valuable as those distributed by the policy to offer to those who not

benefit from the policy. It is only through this type of bargaining arena that

inconsistent, unattainable values can be upheld and the link between the individual

and society can be preserved.

The Cherryholmes' social action approach seems to find its best fit in cell 3.

Social actors are posited as continuously barraged by problematic situations
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requiring decisions to which contradictory values may be applied. Values

cannot always be ordered hierarchically across different types of decision

situations. In this sense, values are context-relevant and depend upon the

goals of the decision - maker. The focus of social education is thus to teach

students how to clarify their values thoughtfully and apply them to different

types of decision-situations depending on their goals as social actors.

Essentially, the model is based on the fundamental assumption that social

actors can determine which of various values are important in diverse decision-

making contexts; that only individuals define their subjective utility in any

given context. Clearly, this model can accommodate a pluralistic society but

only completely applies if values can be consistently ordered within contexts

by participants.

In contrast to the Oliver-Shaver-Newmann formulation which seems to imply

some type of common bargaining arena for linking individual and societal

concerns, Cherryholmes' approach separates out multiple bargaining contexts in

which inconsistent, attainable values can be applied. As long as the values

can somehow be integrated into a decision outcome in a given context, individual

social actors can satisfy the value commitments posited in this scheme. These

commitments are also consistent with the pluralist relationship posited between

the individual and society. The pluralist approach to instructional goals,

then, appears to indicate the necessity of appealing not only to group, but

selective individual incentives in order to support the linkage between the

individual and society. This is surely a dimension which is implicit in the

Oliver-Shaver-Newmann approach, but probably most easily implemented by focusing

on societal sub-contexts rather than generalizations across the entire social

fabric.
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Both the value assumptions concerning individual actors in society and the

relationships between society, education and the individual are loaded heavily

with normative content. All four approaches posit different value commitments

'd structure those commitmeiis^in different ways. Thus a student working under

a Hunt and Metcalf approach will not only learn different substantive value concerns

than he would under the Oliver-Shaver-Newmann approach, but he will also learn

different ways of structuring and applying his value commitments. It is clear,

then, that the various normative assumptions underlying the approaches have rather

straightforward implications for not only educational theory, but pragmatic class-

room and curriculum applications as well. These implications can be extended

further by quite a distance by an analysis of the theoriitical structure of each

approach.

The Theoretical Structure Underlying the Approaches

Thus far, some general aspects of the normative commitments of the four

approaches have been outlined. Comparisons have been made between the approaches

in light of the relationships they posit between the individual and society and

the content and structure of value concerns. To dig more deeply into each approach,

some more systematic exploration of the theoretical structure underlying each

approach is necessary. It is through the analysis of the principal components

and interrelationships embodied in each approach that their structure can be

identified and compared.

In undertaking a systematic analysis of the theoretical structure of the

four approaches, one must move rather gingerly. Theoretical analysis is'one

way of abstracting out the underlying structure in any set of ideas. As a

method, it does contribute some systematic ways of going about analyzing the

main tenants of each approach. Yet, as with the general realtionships and
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models posited earlier, the complete specification of the theoretical structure

of each approach is only roughly approximated. The approaches themselves were

not presented in a way designed for formal theoretical analysis. Therefore,

rather than attempt to force loose amalgams into a formal framework from which

they can be critiqued, our purpose is chiefly to generally explore the potential

//of each framework from its philosophical and normative base. We strongly believe

that if these caveats are recognized, the deductions derived through the formal

statement of axioms and theorems do offer some conclusions gout each approach

and its implications for educational practice which would otherwmse not be

surfaced. A complete statement of definitions of the terms, axioms, theorems

and proofs used in the analysis of the frameworks is contained in the Appendix.

Generally, the approaches have widely different axiomatic structures. This

is significant because it is through the axioms that theorems can be proved and

deductions made. In addition, in each case, the structure of the theory itself

is very different. The types of relationships between the theorems which are

the basic components of the theories are stronger in some cases than in others.

As a result, some theories deliver more powerful deductions. The consistency of

the axiomatic structure, the type of theoretical structure, the power of the

deductions, and their empirical reasonableness are the criteria which will be

used here. First, we will proceed through each theory and analyze how the

criteria are met. As we progress, conclusions will be drawn and comparisons

made.

The axiomatic structure of the Hunt-Metcalf approach can be outlined as

follows:
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Verbalization

Axiom 1 Nature of democratic society.

Axiom 2 The nature of democratic society

requires the creative resolution

of conflict.

Axiom 3 The creative resolution of conflict

implies that the consideration of

alternatives will help American

people find consensus on the meaning

of democracy.

Axiom 4 Consideration of alternatives

Axiom 5

promotes reflective thinking.

Reflective thinking implies the

development of insight which

implies a future orientation.

Axiom 6 A future orientation implies

Axiom 7

continuous learning.

The creative resolution of conflicts

is assured if and only if inter:-

personal and intrapersonal conflicts

and problems are studied.

Formalization

r
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The axiomatic structure specsfies the major components of the Hunt-Metcalf

approach and serves as a basis for further theoretical exploration. The axioms

demonstrate that the goal of political education is to find consensus eithe

meaning of democracy. They also demonstrate how instructional content and

methods can be interrelated in order to achieve that goal. For example,

Axiom 3 indicates that the creative resolution of conflicts is linked to

consensus-building. Axiom 7 states that the study of interpersonal and intra-

personal conflicts and problems promotes conflict resolution.

The axiomatic structure thus appears to be clear and consistent. The

analysis of the axiomatic structure contributes a basis for further theoretical

analysis and formalization. It is through such theoretical analysis that the

utility of the approach can be determined.

One set of basic theorems and deductions which can be made from these

axioms are shown on pages 4-6 of the Appendix. The theoretical structure is

tight-knit and concatenated. Each theorem builds on the next, yet without

dependence on the first theorem. The deductions are powerful. Essentially,

the theory pro,/ides a basis for deducing that if social education is to be

designed to promote the creative resolution of conflict, it then must focus

on reflective thinking which produces the development of insight. In turn,

the development of insight depends upon continuous learning and a focus on

problems which apply across individual and interpersonal levels.

The major problem in the theoretical structure is that the axioms do not

provide a necessary link between Hunt and Metcalf's central goal, aiding the

American people to find consensus on the meaning of democracy (Theorem 1) and

most of the means (Theorem 2-6). Therefore, because the theory is broken at
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this point, Hunt and Metcalf lose much of the linkage to previous normative

concerns about the relationship between individuals and society and the models

of man. One could thus say that in accepting the theory for practical use in

the curriculum, an educator would be sure of a consistent means of proceeding,

but he would never be sure of either goal attainment or normative implications.

Despite the lack of articulation between instructional design and goals,

at least according to this particular formalization of the Hunt-Metcalf approach,

the theoretical analysis does reveal some theorems which are key for empirical

study. Essentially, one can state that if situations can be identified in which

political education includes creative resolution of conflict and reflective

thie.ing, then, given the assumptions specified by the axioms, the instructional

design provided by Hunt and Metcalf will be. consistent and sound. The presence

or absence of other conditions is not necessary to ensure their method.

Thus, the analysis has indicated some points of discontinuity and some

salient empirical foundations of their approach. Engle and Longstreet's

formulation appears on the surface to be demonstrably different from Runt and

Mexalf's approach. The axiomatic structure can be outlined as follows:

Verbalization Formalization

Axiom 1 Twentieth Century social democracy

is rapidly changing.

Axiom 2 Because Twentieth Century society

is rapidly changing, individual

knowledge and behavior must also

change. q rn

1



Axiom 3

Axiom 4

Axiom 5
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Verbalination Formalization

If individual knowledge and behavior

must change, then we must adjust the

knowledge of individuals.

Assuming that we need to update an

individual's knowledge, students

should exhibit the ability to inter-

pret changing situations and complex

social data.

An individual enhances his ability to

interpret changing social situations

and complex social data if he can

interpret situations within his own

frame of reference.

Axiom 6 Focusing on an individual's frame of

Axiom 7

r s

s t

tau

reference implies a topical approach. uzynY

In order for students to increase their

Ability to interpret changing situa-

tions and complex social data, they

need to have an education which focuses

on useful knowledge of the social and

political world. t z
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The axiomatic structure is fairly complex and includes different elements than

the Hunt-Metcalf formulation, yet some striking similarities appear when the

structure of the theory is examined.

The theorems and deductions are outlined in pages 7-11 of the Appendix.

As in the Hunt-Metcalf approach, the axioms do not provide linkages between the

.--- goal of social education, the maximization of the students' ability to interpret

changing situations and complex social data (t), and the means through which that

goal ._ accomplished; namely, the topical approach (w), the decision-making

focus (x), and action-concepts (y). Because this linkage is absent or indirect,

the power of the deductive structure is threatened at the outset. Essentially,

all one can deduce is that social education should focus on the three components,

regardless of the goals of social education. In this way, the linkage between

instructional methods and goals is broken in much the same way as in the Hunt -

Metcalf approach.

In addition, the key theorem states that 'f Twentieth Century social democracy.

is rapidly changing, then social education should maximize the ability of students

to interpret changing situations and complex social data. From this theorem,

conclusions are drawn that social education should focus on a topical approach,

decision-making and action-concepts. Yet the structure of the theory is not

integrated beyond the necessity of the first theorem. This fact and the initial

weakness of the axiomatic structure combine to produce a weak deduction in

Theorem 5. In this way the theory presents no integrated rationale fov pursuing

pragmatic teacher training or student materials. Unless each of the theorems

were empirically verified, no basis would be established for accepting the

deduction in Theorem S. Yet each theorem could potentially be verified, and

the analysis produces a wealth of possible avenues for empirical research.
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The Oliver- Shaver- Newmann approach can be outlined as follows:

Axiom 1

Axiom 2

Axiom 3

Axiom 4

Verbalization Formalization

Social policies assymmetrically

distribute social and political

resourd-s.

The assymmetric distribution of

social and political resources

creates a need for conflict

clarification,

The need for conflict clarification

requires a rational discussion of

public issues.

A rational discussion of public

issues implies freedom of choice

and rational consent.

Axiom 5 Rational consent is necessary for

human dignity.

Axiom 6 Human dignity requires the clarifi-

Axiom 7

cation of different viewpoints.

Clarifying different viewpoints

occurs if and only if education

focuses on rationalit ".

r

r Dt

t

VDU
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Axiom 8
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Verbalization Formalization

Rationality implies the development

of analytical skills, acquisition

of information, and value clarifica-

tion. x.Dz
1
"z

2
Az

3

Axiom 9 If analytical skills, information,

and values are stressed, then social

education should focus on issues

that transcend topics. Zi," Z2 A Z3 Z

The axiomatic structure is both explicit and consistent. Yet, the general problem

of relating goals to means is evidenced, for the rational discussion of public

issues is not linked in direct ways to the focus on human dignity, rationality,

or issues that transcend topics. It should also be noted that part of Axiom 4

is also never used. The authors consciously focus on rational consent and avoid

freedom of choice. The potential empirical contradiction between these two terms

is thus never faced in the theoretical structure underlying the approach.

The theoretical structure itself (Appendix, pp. 12-16) is tight-knit. As is

demonstrated in the final deduction (Theorem 5) both axioms and theorems contribute

heavily to the conclusions that are made. The final deductions are strongly

linked: Social education should promote the development of human dignity whica

is achieved through a focus on rationality and issues that transcend topics.

The deduction is based largely on axioms regarding clarification of viewpoints

and individual rationality; thus, the normative assumptions of their model of

man are linked carefully into their deductions. This approach, then, is unqiue
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in the power of the deductions that can be derived and the tightness of the

theoretical structure. A wealth of empirically testable theorems are thus

provided by the approach and a strong linkage can be made between the theoreti-

cal structure and empirical classroom practice.

Yet, the scheme does not justify the link to society or their goal of the

rational group discussion of public issues. The theory thus remains fragmented

for, though the normative base of the means is clear and consistent, the rationale

lacks a clear relationship to goal achievement in individual or societal terms.

Thus, the approach shares with others previously discussed the general problem

of integrating individual and social goals with the instructional means to achieve

them. This problem is neither unusual or unremediable, yet does reveal a common

lack of congruence between general goals of political education and the more

pragmatic procedures and concepts which are posited to guide instructional design.

In general, the axiomatic structure of Cherryholmes' social action theory

can be formalized as follows (see Appendix pp. 17-20 for complete statements):

Verbaixzation Formalization

Axiom' 1 Students are social actors.

Axiom 2 Because students are social actors

Axiom 3

they need to act effectively. - 13.r

If students are io act effectively,

then their ability to make effective

choices shoUld be maximized. r z q



Axiom 4

Axiom 5

Axiom 6
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Verbalization Formalization

Students' ability to make effective

Choices is maximized if and only if

choices are mace in social and

political institutional contexts.

Effective decisions are maximized

exactly on the condition that choices

are future oriented.

Effective choices are maximized if

and only if students are continuous

learners.

q =t

qa_--w

The axiomatic structure presented here is clear and consistent. The most important

feature of this structure are the clear linkages between the goal of social

education, to maximize the ability of students to make socially effective choices

(q), and the means through which this goal is attained, the study of decision-

making in contexts (t), the study of decision-making as future oriented (u), and

continuous learning (w). The deductive power of the theory stems largely from

these explicit and strong connections.

The theoretical structure developed depends heavily on the first theorem.

That theorem states that because students are social actors, political education

should maximize their ability to make socially effective choices. As is demon-

strated in the Appendix, the proof of this theorem allows several other theorems

to be validated; namely, political education should focus on institutional
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contexts, future orientations and continuous learning. Each of the four theorems

provide the basis for deducing Theorem 5. This theorem demonstrates that, given

the axioms and having proved the theorems, it can be stated that social education°

will maximize the ability of students to make socially effective decisions if,

and only if, social education focuses on each of the three variables proposed.

What is provided is a statement of what social education needs to include

if it is to accomplish the goals specified in the theory. The deduction becomes

an empirical hypothesis which, if validated, lends credence to the entire scheme.

This hypothesis can be tested given operational measures. Therefore, if one

accepts the basic normative assumptions stated earlier and the theoretical

structure, the theory provides a basis for implementing a program on the concrete

level.

One of the reasons why the Cherryholmes approach does not share the problem

of linking means and goals so far evidenced in the three other approaches is

that it does not attempt to prescribe a preferred societal context. This obviates

one problem, but surely presents others. In fact, as we have previously stated,

political education does rest on a linkage between individuals and the social

context within which they think and act. Whether or not a program for political

education can be designed which provides these linkages is an open question;

nonetheless, Cherryholmes' approach does not attempt to meet the challenge and

thereby presents a consistent, empirically testable approach of a different

nature than those previously analyzed.

In general, then, the theoretical analysis undertaken here has demonstrated

some general problems in the theoretical structure underlying each of four major

approaches to political education. Throughout many of the approaches there is
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a generally unresolved problem of linking instructional means and goals. In some

approaches the means themselves are disconnected or potentially contradictory.

Thus the practitioner is by no means guaranteed a neat linkage between theory

and practice. Yet the analysis has also revealed a wealth of possible guidelines

for research and application. As a result of this analysis, we have a notion of

what is needed in the way of articulation of the theories and of the significant

ways in which all four provide alternative directions for political education.

The research and pragmatic implications of the four approaches are discussed below.

Implications for Research and Practice

The difficulty of translating abstract approaches into researchable propositions

and specific instructional packages should not be under estimated. The formaliza-

tion, however, has guided us toward some specifiable propositions with a certain

degree of potential for useful operational measures of some of the major concepts

and relationships posed by the authors. Ideally, the formalization would reveal

key points for comparative analysis of the approaches which would predict differen-

tial effects on student behavior. Although specific guidelines are not yielded

by these approaches, each theory does indicate how operationalizations could be

made and a list of propositions could be formed based on general instructional

strategies.

The general problems of moving from normative theory to empirical research

are many and range from experimentor bias to normative advocacy in the definition

of abstract concepts. Yet, the procedure is rather straightforward. The statements

of any normative theory can be divided into three groups depending on how they

function as part of the argument of the theory. One set of statements constitute

the axioms, or assumptions about the Empirical context in which the theory is
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is couched. A second set of statements constitute the theorems, or the normative

objectives which form the body of the theory. A third set constitutes the deductions,

or conclusions about how the theorems can be linked to bridge ov connect statements

of objectives. These conclusions form the major normative prescriptions of the

theory. These three types of statements can be symbolized as follows:

Contextual assumptions A, B, N

,Objectives a, b, n

Prescriptions a*, b*, n*

Thus a normative theory may be viewed as a set of statements of the general form:

If (A, B, ...N) is the case, if (a, b, n) is desired, then (a*, b*, n*)

must be implemented. It is those desired objectives which are used to make the

prescriptions for implementation that constitute the major testable hypotheses of

any normative theory. It is these hypotheses which are of major interest when

the research and pragmatic implications of normative theories are to be derived.

Whereas it is sometimes possible to design a clear cut test of an hypothesis

(Popper, 1959), only in rare cases are theories falsified (Kuhn, 1962). Given

the improbability of falsifying any of these theories, we are led to consider

what different kinds of information efforts at empirical research would contribute.

The most basic type of information is whether the interpretations, definitions

and operational indicators have been developed with sufficient explicitness to

permit empirical research. If a theory is inadequately specified in many and/or

key places, then it is not a theory of phenomena. Hunt and Metcalf may face such

a problem in defining democratic consensus, Oliver-Shaver-Newmann in elaborating

rational consent and freedom of choice, Engle and .1T3street with respect to decision

models, and Cherryholmes on the meaning of social effectiveness.



From our previous analysis it has been demonstrated that the linkages in

these theories are logically necessary and sufficient; research can indicate the

extent to which the linkages are empirically necessary and sufficient. Research

can inform normative theorizing by introducing additional variables and hypotheses

to extend the original statements, while at the same time maintaining the essential

structure of the theory. Without research findings we can only speculate about

additional variables that might be germane to the purposes stated.

Finally, empirical research could illuminate concrete similarities and

differences between approaches and the pragmatic implications of choosing one

approach rather than another. For example, if appropriate settings were defined,

comparisons could be made across all four approaches which would discriminate

which instructional conditions were necessary for the achievement of instructional

goals of each approach, which were common requisites and which were unique

requisites of each approach. The following discussion indicates some specific

research possibilities.

The Hunt - Metcalf approach contains many empirical hypotheses which lend

themselves to comparative analysts. The dependent variable is the achievement

of consensus on the meaning of democracy. This is a very different result than

that postulated by the other approaches. Yet the key independent variables --

the development of reflective thinking, continuous learning, and the confrontation

of problems that cross individual and interpersonal levels -- have parallels in

other approaches discussed here. One major hypothesis which could facilitate

comparative analysis could thus be: If political education focuses on increased

development of reflective thinking, continuous learning and confrontation of

problems that cress individual and interpersonal levels, then the degrees of ability

on the part of individuals to find consensus on the meaning of democracy will increase.
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Although the Engle-Longstreet approach has less clear-cut implications for

research based on the formalization, it does also lend itself to parallel lines

of research. If, for the moment, we exclude the questions about linkages to

democratic society and rearrange some of the logic of the scheme, one major

hypothesis for research would surely include two interrelated dependent variables:

1) the ability to interpret changing situations and complex social data and

2) the ability of the individual to be a significant decision-maker. The relevant

independent variables would then be the analysis of a topical approach action-

concepts, and decision-leaking skills. The hypothesis could then be formulated

as follows: If political education increases its focus on topical approaches,

action-concepts and decision-making skills, then students will increase their

ability to interpret changing situations and complex social data as well as their

roles as significant decision-makers.

Without belaboring the point, the Oliver-Shaver-Newmann framework could be

given a parallel research focus facilitating useful comparisons. Yet, a far more

important point is raised by their model. The goal of rational discussion of

public issues (dependent variable) that is promoted by focusing on human dignity,

rationality and analytical skills (independent variables) is deeply embedded in

another, more general, value framework. At the same time that the authors promote

the rational discussion of public issues, they also desire to support superordinate

goals of freedom of choice and rational consent. These two higher-order goals,

in turn, support the actualization of the preservation of human dignity. As we

have noted before -the-normative assumptions underlying each approach require

value choices on the part of any practitioners. The Oliver-Shaver-Newmann

framework thus pinpoints additional research needs. For all the comparisons
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that can be fruitfully made, we then need to determine the linkage between

alternate behavior outcomes demonstrated by the analysis and larger normative

concerns. Do students who rationally discuss public issues actually maximize

their freedom of choice? What type of social fabric is supported by citizens

educated under one framework rather than another?

The deductions from Cherryholmes' theory indicate that relationships between

at least four variables are key to both empirical research and instructional

design. "Effective social action" becomes the key dependent variable and the

development of context-relevant decision-making skills, future orientations and

continuous learning capacities become the key independent variables. Theorem 5

indicates that the independent variables are highly interactive, all are necessary

and none is in itself sufficient for promoting effective social action. Thus,

one major proposition stemming from the Cherryholmes' approach is that: If the

focus of political education increases context-relevant decision-making and future

orientation and continuous learning, then students'ability to take effective

social action increases.

It is easy to see how empirical research could inform each of these approaches

and provide criteria for pragmatic choices between them. Research could also be

designed through which theories could be simultaneously compared. For example,

there are distinct parallels between the hypotheses that have been derived from

the Pagle-Longstreet and Cherryholmes approaches. Although the Engle-Longstreet

definition of a "significant decision-maker" is distinctly oriented toward affecting

the policy-decisions through democratic participation, some interesting possibilities

for comparative research are posed. If both approaches were translated into

concrete instructional materials, then an experimental setting could be devised
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in which alternate groups were exposed to different segments of materials from

one or both approaches. Groups could then be placed in decision-situations in

which various dimensions of their ability to behave as effective social actors

could be determined. Possible results could be that predisposition to act,

capacity to act, and action-taking are promoted by significantly different types

of materials or that certain segments of each set of materials are substitutable

to produce like results. Thus there are multiple ways that the four theories

could be researched. Surely, research designed in any of these ways would aid

practicioners tremendously in their selection of materials and in the basic

recognition of the normative implications of different approaches.
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FOOTNOTES

1The authors would like to express their appreciation to Maurice Hunt,

Wilma Longstreet and Fred Newmann for thoughtful comments on earlier versions

of this paper and to the United States Office of Education who supported the

preparation under grant 0EG-0-70-2028(725).

2Work on the jurisprudential approach to social studies education at Harvard

has had a long and distinguished history. We were faced with two problems,

identifying a specific formulatiol of that position and making appropriate

attributions. We selected the Newmann and Oliver (1970) statement to analyze

because it is one of the most recent statements of their purpose and presumably

would reflect refinemfats resultire from their curriculum development experiences.

With respect to attribution vie settled upon Oliver-Shaver-Newmann to reflect the

chronology of participation. Thus we arrive at the anomoly of referring to

Newmann's book and citing his name last.

3One of the authors is sensitive to problems that inhere in critiquing his

own work in a comparative theoretical analysis of the four approaches to social

education noted above. A few comments are in order. The paper, "An Approach to

Social Education," was completed prior.to the collaboration that led to the

present paper. This meant that the criteria selected for characterizing these

theories came subsequent to that work, such as the use of symbolic logic to

formaliie each argument and the reliance upon Churchman to clarify the value

stance of each theory. It is true, as would be expected, that work on this

:paper sharpened and refined some of the thinking in that earlier paper.
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The authors of each of the theories received copies of earlier versions

of this paper for reactions and comments. At least one contributor from each

position responded and their responses were often very useful in clarifying

our interpretation of their writing and the subsequent analysis. This endeavor

and those communications certainly provide an example of the distinction between

two terms that often occur in scientific discourse: inter-subjectivity and

objectivity. For sociological as well as philosophical reasons we are very

conscious of laying claim only to the former.
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APPENDIX: FORMALIZATIONS OF FOUR ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

The following are abbreviated formalizations of each of four approaches

of political education. In each case terms are defined, axioms are stated,

and abbreviated formal logical proofs are given.

HUNT-METCALF APPROACH

1 - Definitions of Terms

p: social education

q: aid American people to find consensus on the meaning of democracy

r: nature of democratic society

s: creative resolution of conflict

t: reflective thinking

u: development of insight

v: continuous learning

w: focus on problems which apply across individual and interpersonal levels

x: consideration of alternatives

z: development of future orientation

2 - Axioms

axiom 1 r

Nature of democratic society

. . . if a democratic society is to survive, there will have

to be a general agreement among its members as to central values.

While peripheral values may remain in flux, a democracy is in

peril if its citizens cannot agree on the meaning of core values

such as dignity and worth of the individual, freedom, liberty,

and equality." (Hunt and Metcalf, 1968, p. 34.)



Axiom 2
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The nature of democratic society requires the creative
resolution of conflict.

"An apt term for describing the unique task of education
in a democracy is 'creative resolution of conflict'."
(Hunt-Metcalf, 1968, p. 35.)

Axiom 3 sqAx

The creative resolution of conflict implies that the consideration

of alternatives will help American people find consensus on the
meaning of democracy.

"A challenge now before American education is to help the
American people find consensus on the meaning of democracy --
but in ways consistent with the requirements of democratic
society. . ." (Hunt and Metcalf, 1968, p. 34.)

. . . achievement, by disputing persons and by individuals
suffering inner turmoil, of 'third alternatives' that is, new
positions which, although perhaps to some degree compromise
competing outlooks, also include genuinely new values which
effectively erase conflict and place life on a level of deeper
insight." (Hunt and Metcalf, 1968, p. 35.)

Axiom 4 xt
Consideration of alternatives promotes reflective thinking.

"Agcording to field theorists, problems are solved by bringing
to bear meanings (insights) gained in previous learning situations.
But in the process, the earlier meanings are enlarged and refined
so that the learner achieves a reconstruction of his cognitive
pattern. This type of learning is usually called reflective."
(Hunt and Metcalf, 1968, pp. 36-37.)

Axiom 5 t z)

Reflective thinking implies the development of insight and a
future orientation.

"A single act of thought may begin with reconsideration of a
particular belief or item of knowledge; it may end with affirmation,
or rejection, or modification of this same belief or knowledge.
But in the learning process, additional data are evaluated; new
facts come to the attention of the learner. His store of tested
beliefs expands. He 'knows more' in the sense both of possessing
additional quantities of material, factual and conceptual, and of
gaining greater depth of understanding." (Hunt and Metcalf, 1968,
p. 51.)
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Axiom 6 a v

A future orientation implies continuous learning.

"Learning is to be regarded, then, as a chain affair -- one

insight leading to another, the latter leading to still

another, and so on, ad infinitum:' (Hunt and Metcalf, 1968, p. 50.)

Axiom 7 s = w

The creative resolution of conflicti is assured if and only

if interpersonal and interpersonal conflicts and problems are

studied.

ft
. . the chief role of education in a democracy is intelligent

or critical transmission of cultural heritages, during the

course of which disagreements among individuals and incompati-

bilities in personal outlook are exposed and resolved creatively."

(Hunt and Metcalf, 1968, p. 35.)
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3 - Theorems and Proofs

Theorem 1 r 3(p, q)
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ENGLE-LONGSTREET APPROACH

p: social education

q: Twentieth Century social democracy is rapidly changing

r: necessity of change in individual knowledge and behavior

s: updating, knowledge of individuals

t: the ability to interpret changing situations and complex social data

u: focus on the individual's frame of reference

v: focus on problem situations

w: topical approach

x: individuals must be significant decision-makers

y: action-concepts

z: focus on useful knowledge of the social and political world

2 - Axioms

Axiom 1 q

Twentieth Century social democracy is rapidly changing.

"The explosion of knowledge, the swiftness of change, and the
range of complexity of modern social problems require a
continual updating and reinterpretation of the social data
available to the citizen." (Engle and Longstreet, 1972, p.

Axiom 2 qprn x

Because Twentieth Century society is rapidly changing, individual
knowledge and behavior must also change and individuals must be
significant decision-makers.

"The goal of social studies -- the raison d'etre -- is citizenship
education. in a democratic society this can only mean that the
citizen's models for significant decision-making will be increased
and refined." (Engle and Longstreet, 1972, p. 96.)
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"While not wishing to underestimate the importance of compre-
hending the ongoing functions of one's society, it occurs to
us that it is equally important for the citizen to understand
how he, the citizen, goes about reaching conclusions, making
decisions, and acting upon decisions." (Engle and Longstreet,
1972, pp. 49-50.)

Axiom 3 r Ds

If individual knowledge and behavior must change, then we must
update the knowledge of individuals.

"The explosion of knowledge, the swiftness of change, and the
range and complexity of modern social problems require a
continual updating and reinterpretation of the social data
available to the citizen." (Engle and Longstreet, 1972,
p. vii.)

Axiom 4 st

Assuming that we need to update an individual's knowledge,
students should exhibit the ability to interpret changing
situations and complex social data.

"The ability to interpret changing situations and complex
'octal data must.be the paramount attribute of the good citizen
in a modern democracy." (Engle and Longstreet, 1972, p. vii.)

Axiom 5 t

An individual enhances his ability to interpret changing social
situations and complex social data if he can interpret situations
within his own frame of reference.

"His conception (the citizens') of what is possible may be
thought of as descriptive or explanatory of the rek.tionships
among the realities that he perceives in the world around him."
(Engle and Longstreet, 1972, p. 15.)

Axiom 6 uDwAy

Focusing on an individual's frame of reference implies a topical
"approach and a focus on action concepts.

"It is necessary to organize information around topics if we
are to accomplish a curriculum that makes sense to the individual."
(Engle and Longstreet, 1972, p. 6y)
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. . . actions taken by individuals (while perhaps differing

in specific content), could be classified under categories

which were equally valid at the societal and at the persIonal
level . . . The effort, then, was to achieve a range of
action-concepts which could refer to all the known aspects
of citizenship education at the societal and personal levels."
(Engle and Longstreet, 1972, p. 47.)

Axiom 7 t z

In order for students to increase their ability to interpret
changing situations and complex social data, they need to have
an education which focuses on useful knowledge of the social
and political world.

"Human beings organize and reorganize their experiences in
logical configurations suitable to their life needs." (Engle
and Longstreet, 1972, p. 2.)
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OL1VEZ-SHAVER-NEWMANN APPROACH

1 Definitions of Terms

p: social education

q: rational discussion of public issues

r: policies assymmetrically distribute social and political resources

t: need for conflict clarification

u: focus on human dignity

v: rational consent

w: freedom of choice

focus on rationality

y: clarifying diversity of viewpoints

z: focus on issues that transcend topics

zl: analytical skills

z2: information

23: values

2 - atoms

Axiom 1 r
eA.

Social policies assymmetrically distribute social and political
resources.

. . discussion on such problems is ignited or stimulated
when a policy proposed by one group is perceived as threatening
or harmful to another. . ."
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Axiom 2 rat

The &asymmetric distribution of social and political resources
creates a need for conflict clarification.

"We assume that because of the real or perceived harm arising out
of policy recommendations, policy advocates are obligated to
give reasons for their views." (Newmann and Oliver, 1970, p. 82.)

"The thrust of citizenship education should not be educators
transmitting to students specific views of reality that educators
have found to be correct, but rather supplying the student with

an analytical scheme and diverse viewpoints that he may use to
clarify conflicting commitments in ways that make sense to his
and can be defended in public." (Newmann and Oliver, 1970.)

Axiom 3 tq

The need for conflict clarification requires a rational
discussion of public issues.

"The 'rational' aspect of this value (rational consent)
emphasizes reasoned discussion as a way of developing one's
personal positions on public issues and of resolving issues
among disputing parties." (Newmann and Oliver, 1970, p. 24.)

Axiom 4 CIDVAW

A rational discussion of public issues implies freedom of
choice and rational consent.

. . we believe men must develop a process for arriving at
collective decisions, a process that affirms the right of each
person to have voice in the public decision that affect him
and favors a method of reasoned discussion and free exchange of
views through which each person decides what his position will
be. We combine these ideas in the value rational consent, which
we consider equal in significance to freedom of choice (pluralism)
as a requisite to human dignity." (Newmann and Oliver, 1970,
p. 20.)

Axiom 5 v Du

Rational consent is neceesary for human dignity.

"We assume considerable disagreement and ambiguity in the
definition of human dignity, but suggest two pheonomna as
requisite to its fulfillment: freedom of choice by which to
deal with conflicts arising out of the pluralism we advocate.
The conception of citizenship education advanced in this book
attempts to define and implement, for the most part, one value:
rational consent." (Newmann and Oliver, 1970, p.33.)
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Hum= dignity requires the clarification of different viewpoints.

"For a person or group to gain public, legitimate recognition
of his definition of dignity, he must translate his purposes
into language consistent with Creed (American) values."
(Newmann and Oliver, 1970, p. 17.)

Clarifying different viewpoints occurs if and only if education

focuses on rationality.

"Rational discussion allows consideration of diverse viewpoints,
regardless of their source." (Newmann and Oliver, 1970, p. 24.)

Axiom 8 xxvi z2 A z3

Rationality implies the development of analytical skills,
acquisition of information, and value clarification which
necessitates the consideration of issues that transcend
topics.

Axiom 9 me zez32z

If analytical skills, information, and values are stressed,

then social education should focus on issues that transcend
4' topics.

"Rational discussion involves questioi: mg, examining, and
building rationales or justifications behind positions or
policy judgments usually :involve three broad types of
issues: moral or value iswva: issues of definition, and
issues of fact and explanatit (Newmann and Oliver, 1970,
p. 43.)
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CHERRYHOLMES' APPROACH

1 - Definitions of Terms

p: social education

q: maximize the ability of students to make socially effective choices

r: students need to act effectively

s: students are social actors

t: the study of decision-making as it is affected by institutional contexts

u: a study of decision-making as future-oriented

w: continuous learning

Axioms

Axiom 1 s

Students are social actors

"Students are social actors engaged in purposive decision-making
who process information in acquiring and acting upon normative
and empirical beliefs about social phenomena." (Cherryholmes,
1971, p. 3.)

Axiom 2 sar

Because students are social actors, they need to act effectively.

"Political education should increase the ability of studnnts as
social actors to act effectively." (Cherryholmes and Abramson,
1972,, p.



Axiom 3 r q

If students are to act effectively, then their ability to make
effective choices should be maximized.

"If students are to act effectively, then they should make socially
effective choices." (Cherryholmes and Abramson, 1972, p. 3.)

Axiom 4 q t

Students' ability to make effective choices is maximized if and
only if choices are made in social and political institutional
contexts.

"Since characteristics of political institutions often promote
particularistic value systems, we must go beyond a discussion of
analytic decision models and analyze decision-making within

specific institutional contexts." (Cherryholmes and Abramson,
1972, p. 18.)

Axiom 5 u

Effective decisions are maximized exactly on the condition that
Choices are future oriented,

"By investigating alternative futures our attention moves from
discrete choices to more far-reaching social and political
alternatives. Even if we teach students to employ analytic
decision models we would not assume that they will (1) be aware
of possible and probably alternative models of individual_ behavior
or (2) be aware of possible alternative social arrangements and
organizations." (Cherryholmes and Abramson, 1972, p. 20.)

Axiom 6 clEw

Effective choices are maximized if and only if students are
continuous learners.

"Throughout their lives students will be expected to make
effective choices and to explore alternative futures."
(Cherryholmes and Abrams:', 1972, p. 26.)
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